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Description
The Components.conf file should be renamed to Components.ini and moved to a package specific Configuration directory.
Associated revisions
Revision c592266a - 2008-02-14 16:32 - Robert Lemke
FLOW3: (Package) Moved the Components.conf file from the Classes/ directory of each package to a new Configuration/ directory and renamed
the file to Components.ini. Closes #309.
FLOW3: Updated the documentation accordingly.
Revision 491 - 2008-02-14 16:32 - Robert Lemke
FLOW3: (Package) Moved the Components.conf file from the Classes/ directory of each package to a new Configuration/ directory and renamed
the file to Components.ini. Closes #309.
FLOW3: Updated the documentation accordingly.
Revision e597a443 - 2008-02-14 17:09 - Robert Lemke
FLOW3: (Package) Also renamed the "ComponentsConfiguration.php" to "Components.php" and moved it to the Configuration directory. Relates
to #309.
FLOW3: (Package) Moved the "PackageConfiguration.php" to the package's Configuration directory and renamed it to "Package.php". Resolves
#311.
FLOW3: Updated the documentation accordingly.
phpCR: Moved and fixed the PackageConfiguration.php.
PHPUnit: Moved and fixed the PackageConfiguration.php.
Please note that all PHP code inside a Configuration/Package.php file is in the scope of the Package class. You therefore have access to methods
like getClassesPath() etc. and should use them. The TYPO3_PATH* constants will disappear over time ...
Revision 492 - 2008-02-14 17:09 - Robert Lemke
FLOW3: (Package) Also renamed the "ComponentsConfiguration.php" to "Components.php" and moved it to the Configuration directory. Relates
to #309.
FLOW3: (Package) Moved the "PackageConfiguration.php" to the package's Configuration directory and renamed it to "Package.php". Resolves
#311.
FLOW3: Updated the documentation accordingly.
phpCR: Moved and fixed the PackageConfiguration.php.
PHPUnit: Moved and fixed the PackageConfiguration.php.
Please note that all PHP code inside a Configuration/Package.php file is in the scope of the Package class. You therefore have access to methods
like getClassesPath() etc. and should use them. The TYPO3_PATH* constants will disappear over time ...

History
#1 - 2008-07-01 15:32 - Robert Lemke
- Target version deleted (18)
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